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Let's Get Better Together (LGBT)
Known for its heritage, JIRS was established in 1999 with a vision to develop and mould young, amateurs of today into confident leaders of tomorrow. Today, JIRS is head and shoulders above the rest of the institutions in terms of its holistic approach, all rounded development and diversified cultures. With a welcoming and friendly environment, Jain has hosted many extravagant fest and co-scholastic activities which include JASE {Jain Academy of sporting excellence} cup, JIRS MUN, Cross Country Marathon among many others. These opportunities create an apt platform to provide the learning experience and exposure to the potential leaders of tomorrow. JIRS is adamant on moulding students into potential, responsible and independent leaders to shape our prospect.
Chief MUN Coordinator Address

“Dare to be free dare to go as far as you’re thought leads and dare to carry that out in your life.”

– Swami Vivekananda

Dear delegates,

It’s my honour to invite you to JIRS MUN’s 3rd Edition which is scheduled on the 13th, 14th & 15th of November 2018. Started in the year 2016, JIRS-MUN has evolved over the years. The first year we witnessed a total of 20 participating schools with over 200 Delegates, the second edition with over 28 schools with over 350 Delegates and this year we have faith that it will be the biggest MUN that has ever been witnessed by JIRS. I believe that this conference will prove to be a knowledge-building, skill-developing & personality-enhancing simulating the United Nations: a world organisation that is focused on global peace and cooperation is of great importance intruder to build future leaders. We are preparing you all to face unprecedented challenges thrown your way and to ignite the spark that sets the rest of your life path. It requires your dedication & Commitment. We are proud to be associated with United Nations Office on Drugs and crime & Worldview Education through the MUN FOR INDIA (MFI) those who will help in framing the committee agenda with emphasis on: The SDG’s, Human Rights & the Rule of Law. We are looking forward to having all the Munners and Future World Leaders.

Mrs. Ambuj Sharma
Headmistress & PRO
JIRS, Bangalore
Warm Greetings!
It is with great pride and pleasure that I write to you that JIRS MUN is back. Now even Bigger-Better-Brighter. I take much pleasure in inviting you to the third edition of the JIRS – MUN. Here I flag off by introducing the theme of this MUN: - Life Gets Better Together (LGBT). The MUN @ JIRS provides a platform to understand what international peace in times of crisis mean! With eight exciting committees and over five hundred Delegates pouring in from many cities, states as well as countries. This conference aims to build you as a diplomat, a responsible world citizen and an all rounded person. From talking about world affairs and representing your country at a global scale to meeting new people and making memories, I am sure you will never be over this MUN and you will want more of it. Ardent to meet you this November.

Nikunj Agarwal
Director General
JIRS-MUN 3.0
“Yes, and how many times must the cannon balls fly, Before they're forever banned?”

-Bob Dylan

For the past few decades, weapons are proving to be mightier than words and in the need of hour to sustain global peace, a committee was established in 1945 called the Disarmament and Security Committee, or the First Committee of the United Nations General Assembly, which deals with global challenges and threat to peace, considering all disarmament and international security matters within the scope of the Charter. It seeks out solutions against the challenges that affect the international security regime. The committee is established to ensure mutual survival and safety, which includes military actions and diplomatic agreements such as treaties and conventions.
SOCHUM

“All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights, they are endowed with reasons and concise and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood”

-UN Charter

With millions of years of evolution, humans have been the most superior and dominant species, but that doesn’t give them right to dominate other weaker people in their own species and to protect the all-embracing humanity a committee was established. SOCHUM or the Third Committee of the General Assembly focuses on a range of social, humanitarian affairs and human rights issues that affect people all over the world. It deals with an examination of human rights questions, including reports of special procedures of the Human Rights Council which was established in 2006. This Committee discusses questions relating to issues of weaker sections of society. It also addresses important social development questions.
“Drugs is just a crutch for people who can’t handle reality”  

-Robin Williams

Drugs and criminal activities have affected many people’s lives and are continuing to do so. This has also led to loss of many lives. Keeping this caustic effect in mind, United Nations established the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. UNODC is a global leader in the fight against illicit drugs and international crime. UNODC is mandated to assist Member States in their struggle against illicit drugs, crime and terrorism. In the Millennium Declaration, Member States also resolved to intensify efforts to fight transnational crime in all its dimensions, to redouble the efforts to implement the commitment to counter the world drug problem and to take concerted action against international terrorism.
“In a time of domestic crisis, men of goodwill and generosity should be able to unite regardless of party or politics.”

- John F. Kennedy

The Continuous Crisis Committee is a place where heads of state meet during a crisis to find possible solutions to it. Delegates have to consider all aspects of their decisions such as financial, logistical, diplomatic and security. Delegates get a special opportunity of making decisions spontaneously and build new foreign policy. Crisis committees alter this dynamic and allow delegates to react to a changing situation. Periodic crisis updates and uses of portfolio powers allow delegates in a crisis committee to have a more realistic experience of trying to alleviate a global crisis.
“There is no ‘Plan B’ because we do not have a ‘Planet B.’ We have to work and galvanize our action.”

- Ban Ki Moon

UNDP works in about 170 countries and territories, helping to achieve the eradication of poverty, and the reduction of inequalities and exclusion. World leaders of the UNDP adopted the policy to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all people enjoy peace and prosperity. UNDP help countries to develop policies, leadership skills, partnering abilities, institutional capabilities and build resilience in order to sustain development results. It is working to strengthen new frameworks for development, disaster risk reduction and climate change. They support countries' efforts to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals, or Global Goals.
The heart and soul of good writing is research; you should write not what you know but what you can find out about.

-Robert J. Sawyer

The Influence media holds in today’s world gives them the power to shape our thoughts and ideologies, judge and unveil the truth. a power that nobody dares to misuse. to govern this, came into action the International Press Corps. The journalists belonging to this committee have the power of pen and they use it to bring us the ultimate truth tearing through the web of lies, masked faces, stereotypes and superstitions. And that is the goal of this committee.
“International summits and organisations like WTO take decisions, which will bind us, and if we are not present in such summits, we may be hurt by the decisions taken.”

-Narendra Modi

The World Trade Organization (WTO) is the only global international organization dealing with the rules of trade between nations. At its heart are the WTO agreements, negotiated and signed by the bulk of the world’s trading nations and ratified in their parliaments. The goal is to ensure that trade flows as smoothly, predictably and freely as possible. The WTO has many roles: it operates a global system of trade rules, it acts as a forum for negotiating trade agreements, it settles trade disputes between its members and it supports the needs of developing countries. The primary purpose of the WTO is to open trade for the benefit of all.
As we all know this MUNiverse is all too twisted, MUNique and turns our imagination wild, so this year a specialized committee has been added to our list of committees; Special Fictional Committee: All India Party Meet.

India has been known for its diversity throughout the world and the immediate consequences of this stress and tensions between people belonging to different races, religions, caste, gender, language, ideologies and nevertheless sexuality. So, a committee has been made to protect our mantra of “Unity in Diversity” and build the nation as a whole unit. The All India Party Meet is dedicated to protects its nation, resolve its internal conflicts and sustain India’s own mantra.

After all, this was what Martin Luther King Jr. once said:

“To other countries, I may go as a tourist, but to India, I come as a pilgrim.”
All registrations to be made online at www.jirsmun.com or using the QR codes provided. Study guides and other reference materials to be available on the websites. Payments to be made either by cash on the first day of the conference at the registration kiosk or by sending a demand draft in favour of Jain international residential school. A confirmation email ID with country portfolios would be sent after 2 days after registrations. To confirm your country portfolio, you will have to pay 50% of your delegation fee beforehand. There will be transportation available from 4 Hotspot Locations of Bangalore! To avail this please contact us at... info.jirsmun3@gmail.com
CONTACT DETAILS

In case of any queries, please email us at jirsmun3@gmail.com or get in touch with one of the student co ordinators.

Teacher co-ordinator:
Lipika Gosh - +91 9449193957
Ajanta Palit - +91 9980221221

Student co-ordinator:
Srishty Bharti - +91 9050714985
Sumaiya Mallik - +91 8105243452
Kushaal Motwani - +91 7022990855

Website: www.jirsmun.com
Be sure to follow our social media handles for important announcements!

Facebook: JIRS MUN 3
Instagram: jirs_mun3.0
Details

Priority Registration:
28th September 2018 - Priority Registration Opens
5th October 2018 - Priority Registration Closes and Payment Deadline
(For all irrespective of location)

Regular Registration:
8th October 2018 - Regular Registration Opens
21st October 2018 - Regular Registration Closes

Late Registrations:
24th October 2018 - Late Registration Opens
4th November 2018 - Late Registration Closes and Payment Deadline

Other Information:
8th November 2018 - Position Papers Due (Varies Committee to Committee)